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Instructions:

1. Option is given to the candidates to write answers either in 
English or in Kannada.
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2. If there is any discrepancy or difference in the questions in 
English language and Kannada language, questions as framed 
in English language shall prevail.
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3. Write your register number only on the coyer page in the space 
provided in your answer book and nowhere else. You shall not 
write your name or make any kind of marks disclosing your 
identity on any part of your answer book or additional answer 
book. Contravention of the above instruction will entail 
disqualification.
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1. Frame proper issues on the basis of following pleadings.
Marks: 10

GIST OF PLAINT

The plaintiff entered into an agreement to sell with the 

defendant in respect of a residential house bearing House No.428/7, 

situated at Sadashiva Nagara, Belagavi, to purchase the same for 

Rs.50,00,000/- and paid the sale advance of Rs. 10,00,000/-to the 

defendant, vide sale agreement dated 10.09.2013. On 23.03.2015 

plaintiff and defendant mutually agreed to cancel the said sale 

agreement and refund the sale advance. At the time of cancellation 

of sale agreement, defendant repaid a sum of Rs.7,40,000/- to the 

plaintiff, out of sale advance amount of Rs. 10,00,000/- and 

executed an acknowledgment of debt on 23.03.2015, by agreeing to 

repay the balance amount of Rs.2,60,000/- within one year with 

interest at the rate of 12% per annum. Inspite of repeated request 

and issuance of legal notice, defendant failed to repay the said 

amount. On the date of filing the suit, a sum of Rs.4,45,000/- is due 

from the defendant, including the interest.

With these pleadings, plaintiff claimed a decree for recovery of 

rs_4)45j000/- from the defendant with interest at the rate of 12% 

annum from the date of suit till realization of entire decreetalper 

amount.
GIST OF WRITTEN STATEMENT

The defendant, in his written statement, admitted the sale 

transaction between him and plaintiff, execution of sale agreement 

dated 10.09.2013 and receiving Rs.10,00,000/- from the plaintiff as 

sale advance. The defendant also admitted the mutual agreement 

between them to cancel the sale transaction. The defendant denied
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other plaint averment. According to the defendant, he has repaid 

entire sale advance amount of Rs. 10,00,000/

23.03.2015 and not due to pay any amount. The defendant further 

contended that for cancellation of sale agreement, his signatures 

were obtained on blank papers and by fraud and misrepresentation 

acknowledgement of debt is created. As the cancellation of sale 

agreement is on 23.03.2015, suit filed in the year 2021 is barred by 

limitation. On all these grounds, defendant prayed for dismissal of 

the suit with costs.

to the plaintiff on

10
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2, Frame proper issues on the basis of following pleadings.
Marks: 15

G I ST OF PLAINT
of the suit ‘A’ scheduleThe plaintiff is the absolute owner

2 acres 23 guntas in Sy.N0.68 of Navile village ofproperty, i.e.
Chennarayapatna Taluk, having purchased the same from the 

defendant vide registered sale deed dated 02.04.2005. After selling 2 

acres 23 guntas in Sy.N0.68, defendant retained 1 acre 17 guntas
the southern side of the suit ‘A’ schedulewith him, which is on

Recently when the plaintiff got measured the suit ‘A’property.
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schedule property, he came to know that the defendant has 

encroached 17 guntas of land on the southern side, which is 

described as the suit £B’ schedule property in the plaint. After 

encroachment of the suit £B’ schedule property, defendant has 

illegally put up the temporary shed and barbed wire fence. When the 

plaintiff requested the defendant to remove the encroachment and 

hand over the possession of the suit TB’ schedule property, defendant 

refused the same and denied the plaintiffs title over the suit ‘A’ 

schedule property, which made the plaintiff to file the present suit.

On all these grounds, plaintiff claimed a decree to declare 

him as the absolute owner of the suit A’ schedule property and for 

mandatory injunction directing the defendant to remove the 

temporary shed and barbed wire fence put up in the suit 

schedule property and for vacant possession of the suit ‘B’ schedule 

property from the defendant.

GIST OF WRITTEN STATEMENT

The defendant, in his written statement, denied all the 

plaint averments, including the plaintiffs title and ownership 

suit A’ schedule property, alleged encroachment of suit TB’ schedule 

property by the defendant and he illegally putting up the temporary 

shed and barbed fence. According to the defendant, he has sold 2 

acres 06 guntas land, out of 4-00 acres in Sy.No.68 to the plaintiff 

and retained 2 acres 34 guntas with him. In the sale deed dated 

02.04.2005, the plaintiff has wrongly shown the measurement of the 

property sold to him as 2 acres 23 guntas, instead of 2 acres 06 

guntas. The suit TS’ schedule property was not sold to the plaintiff 

and it has been in possession and enjoyment of the defendant. In

over
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the alternative, defendant contended that he has acquired title 

the suit ‘B* schedule property by adverse possession, because of his 

continuous, uninterrupted and hostile possession. The defendant 

further contended that vide sale deed dated 17.07.2014, he has sold 

2 acres 34 guntas in Sy.No.68 to one Joseph D Souza and handed 

over the possession to him. Hence, said Joseph D Souza is a 

necessary party to this suit. The defendant further contended that 

suit is not properly valued and requisite Court fee is not paid on the 

plaint. On all these grounds, defendant prayed for dismissal of the 

suit with costs.

over

^ £>c>d
15
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3. Write a Judgment on the basis of following pleadings, oral 
and documentary evidence, by giving valid and cogent reasons:

(Provision of law, which have been kept blank, shall be stated in 

the judgment)
Marks: 75

PLAINT

The suit property described in the plaint schedule is 08
guntas of land with two storied residential house in Sy.No.24/5 of 

Navanagara, Bagalkot. The plaintiff is the married daughter of Late
sister of the defendant No.l and 2. TheRanganna and younger 

plaintiffs’ marriage was performed on 17.06.2002. Their family was
owning ancestral property measuring 3 acres in Mudhol Taluk and 

plaintiffs father Ranganna and these defendants have jointly sold 

vide sale deed dated 21-12-2002. From the said salethe same
proceeds, the suit property was purchased by their father Ranganna, 
vide sale deed dated 25.07.2003 and the suit property is their joint
family property. Father of the plaintiff and defendants Ranganna 

died on 31.10.2011. After the death of their father, defendants have 

entered their name in the revenue records of the suit property on the 

basis of the Will dated 27.09.2011. The alleged Will dated 

27.09.2011 is created and concocted by the defendants, just few 

days before the death of their father, to grab the suit property. The 

plaintiff requested the defendants for partition and separate 

possession of her share over the suit property. The defendants have 

refused to allot the plaintiffs share, which made her to file the

present suit.

On all these grounds, plaintiff claimed a decree for partition 

and separate possession of her l/3rd share over the suit property.
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WRITTEN STATEMENT

The defendant No.l and 2, in their written statement, admitted 

the relationship between them and denied other plaint averments 

about the suit property as their joint family property and plaintiff 

having share over the-same. According to the defendants, to perform 

the marriage of this plaintiff in the year 2002, their father borrowed 

the hand loan from his friends and to repay the said loan, they have 

sold their ancestral property in Mudhol Taluk. The defendants father 

Ranganna was working as a primary school teacher and retired 

during April 2003. From his retirement benefits and from his 

earnings, defendants father purchased the suit property vide sale 

deed dated 25.07.2003. The suit property was the self acquired 

property of father of plaintiff and defendants Ranganna. The 

defendants have looked after their father and out of his love and 

affection, he bequeathed the suit property in favour of the 

defendants vide registered Will dated 27.09.2011. After the death of 

their father, revenue records of the suit property changed in the 

names of these defendants on the basis of the Will dated 27.09.2011 

and they are enjoying the suit property as its absolute owners. The 

plaintiff has no right, title, interest and share over the suit property. 

On all these grounds, defendants prayed for dismissal of the suit 

with costs.

own

ISSUES

1. Whether the plaintiff proves that the suit 
property is their joint family property and 
that she has got right to claim share over the 
same?
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2. Whether the defendants prove that the suit 
property is the self acquired and absolute 
property of their father, Ranganna?

3. Whether the defendants prove that their 
father, Ranganna has executed a registered 
will dated 27.09.2011 bequeathing the suit 
property in their favour and thereby, they 
became the absolute owners of the suit 
property?

4. Whether the plaintiff is entitled for a decree 
for partition and separate possession of her 
share over the suit property?

5. What order or decree?

EVIDENCE ON BEHALF THE PLAINTIFF:

The plaintiff, who was examined as PW.l, deposed about the 

relationship between the parties and suit property is their joint 

family property, as their father, Ranganna purchased the same by 

selling the ancestral properties situated at Mudhol. PW.l further 

deposed that she has got legitimate share in the suit property as 

the daughter of Late Ranganna and defendants had refused to allot 

her share, inspite of repeated request and demands made by her. 

PW.l further deposed that the Will relied upon by the defendants, 

said to have been executed by her their father Ranganna, 

created and concocted by the defendants, in order to grab the suit 

property. PW.l further deposed that she was favorite of her father 

and there was no reason for her father to execute the will in favour 

of the defendants, by excluding her.

During the course of her cross examination, PW1 admitted that 

■ to perform her marriage during the year 2002, her father had

was
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borrowed hand loan from their family friends. PW.l denied that for 

repayment of the said loan, their ancestral properties were sold. 

PW.l admitted that sale of ancestral property by her father and 

these defendants were not disputed and challenged by her at any 

point of time. PW.l admitted that her father was working a teacher 

in government primary school and retired during April 2003. PW.l 

also admitted that, as her father has served as a teacher for 

than 35 years, he received substantial amount as retirement

denied that her father Ranganna was hale and 

healthy and had absolutely no ailments. PW1 admitted that her 

father was never hospitalized and his mental condition was stable 

till his death. PW1 denied the signature on Ex.Dl Will of her father 

Ranganna. But, she admitted that her father used to sign in 

English. PW1 admitted that her father and these defendants have 

performed her marriage. PW.l admitted that after her marriage she 

stayed in her husband’s house at Hungund and these defendants 

used to look after their father during her last days. PW1 denied the 

suggestion that her father late Ranganna has executed Ex.Dl Will 

and bequeathed suit property in favour of defendant No. 1 and 2.

more

benefits. PW.l

The plaintiff produced the property extract of the suit 

property as per Ex.P. 1, which show that suit property was initially 

standing in the name of Late Ranganna and names of defendant 

No. 1 and 2 were entered as the owners of suit property on the basis 

of the registered Will dated 27.09.2011.

EVIDENCE ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANTS:

The defendant No.2, who was examined as DW.l, in his 

evidence admitted the relation between them and denied other
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plaint averments. DW.l further deposed that they have performed 

the marriage of the plaintiff and for meeting the marriage expenses, 

they have borrowed the hand loan from their family friends. DW.l 

further deposed that to repay the said loan they were constrained to 

sell their ancestral property at Mudhol Taluk. DW.l further deposed 

that his father has served as Primary school teacher for about 35 

years and retired during the year 2003 and from his retirement 

benefits, he purchased the suit property just after his retirement. 

DW.l further deposed that he and defendant No.l were looking 

after their father during his last days, where as plaintiff was staying 

at Hungund with her husband. DW.l further deposed that their 

father, Ranganna, when he was in a sound disposing state of mind, 

had executed the registered Will dated 27.09.2011 and bequeathed 

the suit property in their favour. DW.l identified the signatures of 

his father and attesting witnesses found on the Ex.Dl Will, by 

saying that he was personally present at the time of execution of 

the said Will. DW. 1 further deposed that on the basis of the said 

Will, they became the absolute owners of the suit property and 

plaintiff has no right to claim share over the suit property.

During the course of his cross examination, DW1 admitted that 

their family owned ancestral property at Mudhol and it was sold 

during the year 2002. DW.l also admitted that suit property was 

purchased about six months after the sale of their ancestral 

property. DW.l said that he was not aware about the amount of 

loan borrowed for plaintiffs marriage and sale consideration amount 

for which their ancestral property was sold. DW.l also admitted 

that their father used to receive the agricultural income from the 

ancestral properties at Mudhol. DW.l also admitted that their
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father Ranganna had no ill will against the plaintiff and he 

treating all his children equally and cordially. DW1 denied the 

suggestion that late Ranganna’s health condition was not good 

about one and half years prior to his death. DW1 denied the 

suggestion that they have forged the signature of their father and 

created Ex.Dl Will in order to grab the suit property and deprive 

the plaintiff of her legitimate share in the suit property.

was

The defendants examined one Aruna, son of attesting witness 

to the Will, late Manjappa, as DW.2 and he deposed that, his father 

is no more and he is familiar with his father’s signature, but he did 

not find the signature of his father on Ex.Dl Will. The defendants 

cross-examined DW.2 by treating him as a hostile witness and even' 

during the cross-examination, DW2 denied the suggestion that his 

father had signed on Ex.Dl Will as an attesting witness, by saying 

that his father used to sign in Kannada. Counsel for the plaintiff 

submitted no cross examination to DW2.

The defendants examined one Krishnamurthy, a document 

writer at Bagalkot as DW.3 and he deposed that he has been 

working as a document writer in Bagalkot since last 28 years and 

Ex.D.l Will was prepared by him as per the instructions of 

Ranganna. DW.3 further deposed than on 27.09.2011 Ranganna 

come to his office along with two witnesses by name Manjappa and 

Venkappa and in their presence Ex.D.l Will was read over to 

Ranganna and he put his signatures for the same. DW.3 identified
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the signatures of Late Ranganna and attesting witnesses and also 

his signature as a scribe on Ex.D.l Will.

DW.3 during the course of his cross-examination, deposed 

that he was not present when Ex.D.l Will was taken to the office of 

Sub-Registrar for Registration. DW.l admitted that defendant No.l 

and 2 were present when the Will was prepared. DW.3 said that he 

can not say as to who has brought attesting witnesses to his office. 

DW.3 admitted that Sri Venkappa, who has signed Ex.Dl as an 

attesting witness, was running a petty shop near his office and he 

has put signature for many documents prepared by him as a 

witness. DW.3 denied the suggestion that Ranganna was not in a 

sound state of mind to give instruction to him to prepare the Will. 

DW.3 denied the suggestion that said Will was prepared by him as 

per the instruction of defendant No.l and 2.

The defendants produced registered Will dated 27.09.2011 as 

per Ex.Dl, where in it is recited that suit property is the self 

acquired property of Ranganna and he was looked after by the 

defendants during his old age and they had performed the marriage 

of the plaintiff by borrowing the loan and gave her money and 

ornaments at the time of her marriage and she was staying 

comfortably in her husband’s house and out of his free will, love 

and affection, he had bequeathed the suit property in favour of the 

defendants. Ex.D2 is the death certificates of Late Ranganna, which

shows that he died on 31.10.2011.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF ARGUMENT FOR THE PLAINTIFF:

> There is no dispute about the relationship between the plaintiff 

and the defendants and their family having ancestral property 

at Mudhol.

There is also no dispute about sale of ancestral property and 

purchase of suit property within few months. The defendant 

No.2/DWl admitted that their father Ranganna was getting 

agricultural income from the ancestral property at Mudhol till it 
was sold.

The plaintiff discharged the initial burden of proving the suit 

property as the property purchased from the sale proceeds of 

the ancestral property and onus shift upon the defendants to 

prove that the suit property was purchased from the self 

earning of their father. But, the defendants failed to let is any 

evidence to prove the same.

>

. >

> The burden of proving the issue No.3 is on the defendants. 
Section of the Indian Succession Act, 1925 describes as 

to how a Will has to be executed and Section of the Indian
Evidence Act, 1872 describes as to how execution of the will 

has to be proved. As per the above provisions Will shall be

attested by at least two witnesses, each of whom has seen the 

testator signing the Will and the said Will has to be proved by 

examining at least one attesting witnesses. Both the attesting 

witnesses to Ex.Dl Will were not examined by the defendants.

> Son of one of attesting witness, though examined as DW.2, has 

not identified his fathers signatures. Therefore, evidence of
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DW.2 will not help the defendants to prove Ex.D.l Will, as

of the Indian Evidence Act, 1872.required under Section

Evidence of DW.3 can not be considered to prove the Ex.D.l 

Will because he is only a scribe. When Section 

Indian Evidence Act, 1872 mandates for examining at least one 

of the attesting witnesses to prove the Will,, evidence of scribe 

not be considered to prove the execution of the Will.

>

of the

can

Ex.D.l Will is surrounded by suspicious circumstances and it 

is unnatural Will, as one of the natural heirs of Late Ranganna 

i.e. plaintiff has been excluded from inheriting the suit 

property, without any valid reason and also due to the presence 

of the beneficiaries of the Will at the time of its execution.

>

HIGHLIGHTS OF ARGUMENT FOR THE DEFENDANTS:

The plaintiff/PW.l admitted that to perform her marriage, her 

father borrowed the loan from his family friends.

Sale of ancestral property by the defendants and their father 

Ranganna was few months after the plaintiffs marriage to repay 

the said loan.

The plaintiff/PW.l admitted that her father retired during April 

2003 and received substantial retirement benefits. Purchase of 

suit property was few months after the retirement of Ranganna 

and from his retirement benefits.

If the suit property is purchased from the sale of ancestral 

property, it would have been purchased jointly in the name of 

these defendants and their father Ranganna.

>

>

>

>
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> When Ranganna having self acquired income is admitted and 

property was purchased in his name alone, the purchase of suit

property by him presumed to be from his own earnings and 

burden is upon the plaintiff to prove that the suit property 

purchased from the sale proceeds of ancestral property. The 

plaintiff has not let in any evidence to prove the

was

same.

As both the attesting witnesses are not available to 

Ex.D.l Will, defendants are invoking Section 

Evidence Act, 1872.

Even though DW.2 has not supported the defendants and failed 

to identify the signature of his father on Ex.D.l, there is 

evidence of DW.3 to prove the Ex.D.l Will. DW.3 has deposed 

about the execution of D1 Will by Ranganna and also identified 

his signatures and signatures of both the attesting witnesses. 

Therefore, evidence of DW.3 can be considered as evidence of a 

witness as required under Section 

Act, 1872.

> prove 

of the Indian

>

of the Indian Evidence

> The recitals of the Ex.Dl Will offer valid explanation for 

excluding the plaintiff and bequeathing the suit property only 

in favour of the defendants. Therefore, it is not an unnatural 

will. There are no suspicious circumstances surrounding the 

execution of Ex.D. 1 Will in favour of these defendants.
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edd a^aod dddg d^d, ^QeO doBdcd^ddod e^odd^

dradcbd)cd edd ^od e^ucddod c^oed dod^ddesurddd sddD

droos^dod iDOed drodo^ftd docd ?jt)dedD

^OOed

^^cdd:, &3DdF*d «^od
_£ c). —^ _S

dd?dd s^Dod dD^d ^dodd. tsdd s^dcdo edfd^ dddco

odii^d^ d^dd:^)do.

> ^d d.l en)cdco ^dDcdd^ To^ded: dddo: d^uO&d ^ndd

oddod u^dt^ ddsoDDcdcd s^ddeod

ro s

do7^0, ^Sdoddo, I872d 000 y.

dodod ddoddo, rdcbddd ddE^doddn dotoo> d^s.2 dsrad a.l dgd dde

ujsdd'j1 ^ddjt) drad derad £§.l wodco cradooddo, TrasS^do dddoo d,?ra.3
O

^urdO dodradddo derad Q.l voodoo
eJi6 Mddd ?rau e ^dodd. d7ra.3 dddo dd, 

ssdoodd^ wdddod sod ?rau doScd «dd do^ ^oodo d^ecS^d ?rand^ 

d&d'vdd rddod^dos^d. edoddod d^ra.3 ddd Tiso^ddo^ s^ddeod Ara^

d edodO ^ddc ^dod ?rauOd
£l ls>|

aJSo . ooodo
«40<z>§?)0±>z&, 1872 000

dOdr^deododo.

> Derad Q.l oracooco ^doodg EodOdod ddodri^o d,o^dodd dd^rar^ dj^d

^ddod^doo dj^udjsdco dodo ^ooddo
_s 0C3oS3i) e^OddO

_J «

asjdflo**, aec^arf. edDdOod ecd wodoo Frasd entddjQo.

do^Oodod ddsrafi eodDdod Dirad a.l oracOooo Dsdoodo dd oira^de

tnocOoco

0dodJ^=Bdd dod^rdvo ^do^do.
id
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